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2the greatest solution to G(u) � z, where G is a (max, +)-linear map in dioid algebra. Its om-putation a priori requires the availability of z. Here, we suessively onsider two assumptions:- Referene input an be updated. For example in a manufaturing ontext, a ustomer demandourrene may lead to the modi�ation of the planned prodution;- Firing dates of some input transitions annot be modi�ed. These inputs may represent thesupply in raw materials.The ontrol synthesis leads to solving a traking problem under an equality onstraint. It for-mally onsists in �nding the greatest solution to G(u) � z whih satis�es equality F (u) = ,where F is a (max, +)-linear map in dioid algebra and  = f(k)g is a �xed trajetory. Thesolution is also based on Residuation theory. To guarantee the existene of a solution, it maybe neessary to modify the referene input whih weakens the just in time objetive: the �ringdates of output transition our as lose as possible to (eventually after) the given ones.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 briey deals with a few algebrai results of dioids,Residuation theory and TEGs. After a brief presentation of the traking problem and its op-timal solution, we study the traking problem under an equality onstraint in setion 3. It issuessively applied to the two onsidered assumptions in setion 4. An illustrative example isprovided in setion 5.II. Dioids, Residuation Theory and Timed Event GraphsFor an exhaustive presentation of dioids see [1℄, [4℄ and for Residuation theory see [2℄, [1, x4℄.A dioid (D;�;
) is a semiring in whih � is idempotent (8a; a� a = a), neutral elements of�, 
 are noted ", e respetively. Due to idempoteny of �, a natural order relation is de�nedby a � b() b = a� b (the least upper bound of fa; bg is then equal to a� b).A dioid D is omplete if every subset A of D has a least upper bound equal to Lx2Ax, and if 
distributes over in�nite sums. The greatest element, noted >, of a omplete dioid D is equal to



3Lx2Dx: The largest lower bound of every subset X of a omplete dioidD always exists and is notedVx2Xx: A dioid D is distributive if it is omplete and if 8C � D, 8a 2 D, ( V2C)� a = V2C(� a)and (L2C) ^ a = L2C( ^ a).Starting from a 'salar' dioid D, onsider p � p matries with entries in D. Sum and produtof matries are de�ned onventionally from the sum and produt of salars in D. This set ofmatries endowed with these two operations is a dioid noted Dp�p.Residuation is a general notion in lattie theory whih allows providing an answer to theproblem of 'solving' equations of the form f(x) = b where f is isotone (a � b ) f(a) � f(b)).We onsider here the notion of 'subsolution' as an alternative to that of 'solution'.De�nition 1: An isotone map f : D 7! C where D and C are ordered sets is residuated ifthere exists an isotone map h : C 7! D suh that f Æ h � IdC and h Æ f � IdD (IdC and IdDare identity maps of C and D respetively). Map h, also noted f ℄, is unique and is alled theresidual of f .If f is residuated then 8y 2 C, the least upper bound of subset fx 2 D j f(x) � yg exists andbelongs to this subset. This greatest 'subsolution' is equal to f ℄(y).Remark 1: If there exists a solution (possibly nonunique) to f(x) = y; then f ℄(y) is thegreatest solution to this equation.Remark 2: If map f has an inverse map, it is equal to f ℄:Let D a omplete dioid, onsider the isotone map La : x 7! a
 x from D into D. The greatestsolution to a
 x � b exists and is equal to L℄a(b), also noted ba . Some formul� and propertieswhih will be used later on are realled in the following.Property 1: 1. 8a; b 2 D; a
 ba � b and a
ba � b (La Æ L℄a � IdD; L℄a Æ La � IdD).2. 8a 2 D, the map L℄a : x 7! xa from D into D is isotone (the residual is an isotone map).3. Let A 2 Dn�p and B 2 Dn�q, BA 2 Dp�q and ( BA )ij = nVl=1 bljali ; 1 � i � p; 1 � j � q. Thispoint relates the residuation of matries to the residuation of salars.



4Event graphs are a partiular lass of Petri nets in whih there are a single transition upstream,and a single transition downstream in every plae [1, x2℄,[3℄. With eah transition Xi of a TEG,we assoiate a dater xi whih is a non dereasing map from Z into Z [ f�1g where xi(k) = tmeans that the �ring numbered k of transition Xi ours at time t. A linear system theory hasbeen developed for TEGs [1, x6℄: a SISO TEG with input transition U and output transitionY an be represented by the relation y(k) = (g
 u)(k) = Sups2Zf g(k� s) + u(s) g where dater gis alled impulse response. Operation 
 is nothing but the sup-onvolution whih has the roleof onvolution in this theory. The set of daters, noted �, endowed with operations pointwisemaximum (�) and sup-onvolution (
) is a distributive dioid with neutral elements " and e:"(k) = �1 8k 2 Z; e(k) = �1 8k < 0 and 0 otherwise. The greatest element > is suh that>(k) = +1; 8k 2 Z, moreover we have u � v () u(k) � v(k) 8k 2 Z.The residuation of produt [1, x4℄ is de�ned by 8u; v 2 �, 8k 2 Z, uv (k) = Infs2Zf u(s)�v(s�k) g:III. Optimal Control under Equality ConstraintThe just in time ontrol onsists in �ring input transition at the latest so that the �ring datesof output transition our at the latest before the desired ones. Let us de�ne z = fz(k)g(k2Z) asthe dater of desired outputs: z(k) = t means that the �ring numbered k of output transitionis desired at time t at the latest. We searh for the greatest solution to y = g 
 u � z, thisoptimal ontrol, noted uopt, is given by Residuation theory (f. setion 2):uopt def= Lf u 2� j g
u�z g u = zg (onsider map Lg : x 7! g
x). The two appliations onsideredin next setion lead to solving the previous traking problem while satisfying the equalityonstraint F (u) = , where F is a residuated map and  is a �xed dater. In other words, wesearh for the greatest element of setS1 = f u 2 � j g 
 u � z and F (u) =  g:Its expression is dedued from the following theorem.



5Theorem 1: Let D and C two omplete dioids, F;G : D ! C two residuated maps and1; 2 2 C. Let us onsider setsSa = f x 2 D j G(x) � 1 and F (x) = 2 g and Sb = f x 2 D j G(x) � 1 and F (x) � 2 g:Set Sa is supposed not empty and we note xa = Lx2Sax, xb = Lx2Sbx, then xa = xb with xb =G℄(1) ^ F ℄(2).Proof: The expression of the greatest element (xb) of set Sb is lassial. Moreover, it isobvious that if the equality onstraint is supposed ahievable then the solution provided byresiduation will also ahieve equality onstraint (f. remark 1).So the greatest element of set S1 if it is not empty is equal to zg ^ F ℄(). We will see in thetwo onsidered appliations that equality onstraint (de�ned by F and ) annot be modi�edand an lead to an empty set S1. We modify z additively (in sense of �) to always have asolution. We onsider the least possible modi�ation to have output transition �ring dates aslose as possible to the desired ones de�ned by z. This approah leads us to onsider a new setS2 de�ned from the next property.Property 2: Let D and C two omplete dioids, F;G : D ! C two residuated maps and1; 2 2 C. We assume that the largest lower bound of the subset f x 2 D j F (x) = 2 g;denoted x; belongs to this subset. Then 1 �G(x) is the least dater of the form 1 ��1 suhthat set S(�1) = f x 2 D j G(x) � 1 ��1 and F (x) = 2 g is not empty.Proof: S(G(x)) is not empty sine it ontains x. If S(�1) is not empty then 1�G(x) �1 ��1: Indeed, let y 2 S(�1), as x � y and G is isotone, we have G(x) � G(y) � 1 ��1.We dedue that 1 �G(x) � 1 ��1.Remark 3: We easily prove by isotony of G that G(x) = Inff G(x) 2 C jF (x) = 2 g.In the two onsidered appliations, we will show that u = Inff u 2 � jF (u) =  g is a solutionto the equality onstraint F (u) = : By using previous property, we will then searh for the



6greatest element, noted u0opt, of setS2 = f u 2 � j g 
 u � z � g 
 u and F (u) =  g:z � g 
 u is the least dater of the form z ��z suh that set S2 is not empty. We dedue fromtheorem 1 that u0opt = z � g 
 ug ^ F ℄(): (1)The referene input e�etively traked is z � g 
 u. Let us note that z � g 
 u = z when S1 isnot empty, indeed S1 not empty implies that g 
 u � z.IV. AppliationsFor the two onsidered appliations, we de�ne set S1 and suessively give the expressions ofmap F , its residual F ℄, daters , u and set S2.A. Update of Referene InputWe are interested in the traking problem when referene input z is updated. For example, zan be updated at a time t0 to take into aount a new prodution objetive when a ustomerdemand ours at this time. See [5, x5℄ for the multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) ase. Letuopt = zg the optimal ontrol assoiated with referene input z (f. setion III). A new refereneinput z0 is de�ned at time t0 whih leads to onsidering the greatest ontrol of setF1 = f u 2 � j g
u � z0 and u(k) = uopt(k); 8k � K g with K = Sup f k 2 Z j uopt(k) � t0 g:The omputation of this ontrol takes into aount both the trak of z0 (g 
 u � z0) and theonstraint due to past ontrols applied to the system input (u(k) = uopt(k); 8k � K).1. Expressions of maps F , F ℄ and dater .Let us de�ne map r�K from � into �: [r�K(u)℄(k) = 8>><>>: u(k) if k � Ku(K) if k > K ,



7whih allows expressing onstraint (u(k) = uopt(k); 8k � K) as r�K(u) = r�K(uopt). F1 has thesame form as S1 with F = r�K and  = r�K(uopt).Remark 4: We an easily verify that map r�K is isotone, is a projetor (r�K Æ r�K = r�K) and is a�-morphism (8u; v 2 �, r�K(u� v) = r�K(u)� r�K(v)), moreover r�K � Id�.Let us prove that r�K is a residuated map and (r�K)℄ is the map x 7! r�K(x) � dK where dK isthe dater de�ned by dK(k) = 8>><>>: �1 if k � K+1 if k > K :Let us note h : x 7! r�K(x)� dK. From de�nition of r�K and its properties, we have(a) h isotone: if x � y then r�K(x) � r�K(y) and r�K(x)� dK � r�K(y)� dK.(b) (r�K Æ h)(x) = r�K(r�K(x)� dK) = r�K(r�K(x))� r�K(dK) = r�K(r�K(x))� " = r�K(x) � x.() (h Æ r�K)(x) = h(r�K(x)) = r�K(r�K(x))� dK = r�K(x)� dK � x.From de�nition 1, we dedue that h = (r�K)℄ (the residual of r�K).2. Expressions of dater u and set F2.We easily verify that u def= Inf f u 2 � j r�K(u) = r�K(uopt) g = r�K(uopt) and F (u) =  whihleads to onsidering set F2 = f u 2 � j g 
 u � z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt) and r�K(u) = r�K(uopt) g:This set being not empty (f. property 2), the next property gives the formal expression of thegreatest element, noted u0opt, of F2 by using expression (1).Property 3: Let r+K the map from � into � de�ned by r+K(x) = x ^ dK . We haveu0opt = r�K(uopt)� r+K( z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ):Proof: From expression (1), we have u0opt = z0�g
r�K(uopt)g ^ (r�K)℄(r�K(uopt)): From theexpression of (r�K)℄ and sine r�K is a projetion, (r�K)℄(r�K(uopt)) = r�K(r�K(uopt)) � dK =r�K(uopt)� dK. Thenu0opt = z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ^ (r�K(uopt)� dK)= ( z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ^ r�K(uopt))� ( z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ^ dK) (� is a distributive dioid)= ( z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ^ r�K(uopt))� r+K( z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt)g ):



8As z0�g
 r�K(uopt) � g
 r�K(uopt) and by using properties 1.2 and 1.1, we have z0�g
r�K(uopt)g �g
r�K(uopt)g � r�K(uopt). We dedue that z0�g
r�K(uopt)g ^ r�K(uopt) = r�K(uopt).Control u0opt is the sum (in the sense of �) of signal r�K(uopt) expressing the ontrol applied untilevent K and signal r+K( z0�g
r�K(uopt)g ) expressing the ontrol applied beyond event K: Suh aontrol allows �ring the system input at the latest dates so that the output �ring dates ouras lose as possible to the ones de�ned by updated referene input z0.Remark 5: It is proved in [5, x5℄ that r+K( z0�g
r�K(uopt)g ) = r+K+val g(z0�g
r�K(uopt))g with val g =Inff k 2 Z j g(k) > �1g. Thus u0opt is suh that �ring date y(k) ours at the latest beforez(k) for k � K + val g and at the latest before (z0 � g 
 r�K(uopt))(k) for k > K + val g.B. Unontrollable InputWe are interested in the traking problem when the �ring dates of some input transitions arenot ontrolled. For example, the supply in raw materials an be unontrollable in a produtionontext.De�nition 2: An input transition of a TEG is said to be ontrollable if we have the ontrolof all its �ring dates, otherwise it is said to be unontrollable.The aim is to ontrol the system via its ontrollable inputs under the onstraint due to unon-trollable inputs. We onsider a MIMO TEG with p input transitions and q output transitions;let u = (u1; : : : ; up)t the input dater vetor, only the n-�rst inputs u1; : : : ; un, n < p, are sup-posed ontrollable. We de�ne the following partitions: u = 2664 uu 3775 and g = [g ; g℄, whereu = (u1; : : : ; un)t is the ontrollable omponent of u and u = (un+1; : : : ; up)t its unontrollablepart; g and g are the parts of g linked up to u and u respetively. Every system input uwill verify ondition u = v where v is a priori �xed dater vetor of �(p�n)�1. This onstraintleads to onsidering the greatest ontrol of set G1 = f u 2 �p�1 j g 
 u � z and u = v g:The omputation of this ontrol takes into aount both the trak of z (g 
 u � z) and the



9onstraint due to unontrollable inputs (u = v).1. Expressions of maps F , F ℄ and dater .Condition u = v is equivalent to ["(p�n)�n Id(p�n)�(p�n)℄ u = v where "(p�n)�n is the null(p� n)� n matrix and Id(p�n)�(p�n) is the identity (p� n)� (p� n) matrix. G1 has the sameform as S1 with F : �p�1 ! �(p�n)�1; x 7! ["(p�n)�n Id(p�n)�(p�n)℄ x and  = v 2 �(p�n)�1. Fis learly residuated and its residual is de�ned by8x 2 �(p�n)�1; F ℄(x) = x["(p�n)�n Id(p�n)�(p�n)℄ = 2664 x"(p�n)�nxId(p�n)�(p�n) 3775 = 2664 >n�1x 3775 :The result of Residuation given by property 1.3 an be extended if we onsider ali and blj asmatries with ompatible dimensions. Moreover, we easily verify that if D is a omplete dioid,then 8a 2 D, a" = > and ae = a. We dedue that x"(p�n)�n = >n�1 where >n�1 is the n � 1vetor whose omponents are equal to dater > and, xId(p�n)�(p�n) = x.2. Expressions of dater u and set G2.The least dater satisfying onstraint u = v is learly u = ["n�1; v℄t. We easily verify thatF (u) =  and g 
 u = g. We then onsider setG2 = fu 2 �p�1 j g 
 u � z � g 
 v and ["(p�n)�n Id(p�n)�(p�n)℄ u = vg:This set being not empty (f. property 2), the next property gives the expression of the greatestontrol, noted u0opt, of G2 by using expression (1).Property 4: We have u0opt = 2664 z�g
vgv 3775 :Proof: From expression (1), we haveu0opt = z � g 
 vg ^ F ℄(v) = 2664 z�g
vgz�g
vg 3775 ^ 2664 >n�1v 3775 = 2664 z�g
vgz�g
vg ^ v 3775 ;and z�g
vg ^ v = v sine we have z�g
vg � g
vg � v by using properties 1.2 and 1.1.Component z�g
vg results from the traking objetive and omponent v results from theequality onstraint. Control u0opt allows �ring ontrollable input u at the latest dates so that



10the �ring dates of output our as lose as possible to the ones de�ned by referene input z(more preisely at the latest before z � g 
 v).V. ExampleLet us illustrate the ontrol design presented in setion IV-A. We onsider the TEG of Fig.1, its impulse response is equal to g(k) = 8>><>>: �1 if k < 02 + 2bk2 otherwise ; where bx is the trunatedpart of x; we have val g = 0.We initially onsider referene input z desribed in �gure 2, it is updated at time t0 = 6. Untilthis time, optimal ontrols uopt(k) = zg (k), k � K with K = Sup f k 2 Z j uopt(k) � t0 g = 4;are applied to the system. At time t0, we onsider a new referene input z0 (we note thatz0(k) = z(k) for k � 4 (see �gure 2)). The e�et of applied past ontrols uopt(k); k � 4neessarily implies that any output will be greater than dater g 
 r�4 (uopt) (f. remark 3) (see�gure 2). The greatest ontrol u0opt of set F2 = f u 2 � j g
u � z0�g
r�4 (uopt) and r�4 (u) =r�4 (uopt) g is equal to r�4 (uopt) � r+4 ( z0�g
r�4 (uopt)g ) (f. property 3) and is represented in Fig.3. Before time t0, we apply u0opt(k) = uopt(k); 8k � 4, to trak referene input z. Beyondtime t0, we apply u0opt(k) = z0�g
r�4 (uopt)g (k); 8k > 4; the referene input e�etively traked is(z0 � g 
 r�4 (uopt))(k); k > 4. Outputs are greater than desired outputs (see areas into ellipsesin Fig. 4) when (g 
 r�4 (uopt))(k) > z0(k): these outputs are equal to (g 
 r�4 (uopt))(k) andour at the earliest after z0(k), and at the latest before (z0 � g 
 r�4 (uopt))(k), 8k > 4.(Possible loation for �g. 1, 2, 3 and 4)VI. ConlusionWe have onsidered the just in time ontrol problem when referene input is updated and/orin the presene of unontrollable input transitions. Synthesis of optimal ontrols is based onResiduation theory. An additive modi�ation of referene input an be neessary to ensure the



11existene of a solution. This priniple of optimal ontrol under an equality onstraint has beenalso used for onstrution of an adaptive ontroller in dioid algebra [6℄, [5℄.Referenes[1℄ F. Baelli, G. Cohen, G.J. Olsder, and J.P. Quadrat. Synhronization and Linearity. Wiley, 1992.[2℄ T.S. Blyth and M.F. Janowitz. Residuation Theory. Pergamon Press, 1972.[3℄ G. Cohen, P. Moller, J.P. Quadrat, and M. Viot. Algebrai Tools for the Performane Evaluation of Disrete EventSystems. In IEEE, number 1, pages 39{58, 1989.[4℄ R.A. Cuninghame-Green. Minimax Algebra. Number 166. Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1979.[5℄ E. Menguy. Contribution �a la ommande des syst�emes lin�eaires dans les dio��des. PhD thesis, Univ. Angers, 1997.[6℄ E. Menguy, J.L. Boimond, and L. Hardouin. Adaptive Control for Linear Systems in Max-Algebra. In InternationalWorkshop on Disrete Event Systems (Wodes'98), Cagliari. Italy, August 1998.


